Come check out
the world’s most unique barbecue joint
and entertainment venue

Texas Pride
Barbecue
13247 BANDERA RD, HELOTES, TX 78237 210-695-4941

NOW FEATURING LIVE MUSIC!
NOVEMBER
BAND SCHEDULE
6-9 PM

SAT 3
SAT 10
SAT 17
SAT 24

BRYAN BROS
LOLA PISTOLA
THE SHEAS
MYER/ANDERSON

Join Us
Every Wednesday
Singer
Songwriters Night
hosted by
Amy Hermes
6:30-8:30pm

Call us for all of your Holiday catering needs.
We specialize in corporate events.
Full service or drop off available.
Taking orders for mesquite smoked turkeys starting Nov. 6
Order our delicious side dishes and desserts.
CHEESY POTATOES - MAC AND CHEESE - CREAM CORN - GREEN BEANS

Peach and Pecan Cobblers

Bring the kids We are family friendly
See our giant Rainbo playground and game arcade
Phone: 210-649-3730
Address: 2980 E. Loop 1604 near Adkins

www.texaspridebbq.net

BIKE NIGHT at Moe’s TX Tavern!!
SAMMC Fishcer House Fundraiser
Saturday
November 10th 6-??
Help support the Troops

with food, fun, prizes and drink specials!
Last chance to enter to win a
2018 HD Low Riders
from Alamo Cowboys HD HOG Chapter
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Doctors have reached a final decision on treatment of my cancer. My prognosis looks pretty good. I
think I am going to beat the cancer.
I know nothing is set in stone, but If I’m fortunate enough to have everything work out as planned,
here is what will happen.
My thyroid glands will be removed November
7 at St. Luke’s Hospital. They call this a total thyroidectomy.
About three weeks after the thyroid operation, I
will start a 3-week radiation regimen to reduce and then
eliminate the tumor on my sternum. As mentioned earlier, my thyroid cancer spread to the breast bone.
The radiation program will include 15 20-minute
treatments over a 3-week period. The mass on my chest
should be gone when this part of my treatment is completed.
The final step will be the oral administration of
a radioactive iodine dose which, hopefully, will chase
down and zap any cancer cells which can be detected
in my body.
Although my thyroid cancer metastacized to the
sternum bone, it is still classified as thyroid cancer; and
thyroid cancer responds well to the radioactive iodine.
The iodine is supposed to kill it.
So what about Action Magazine?
We may miss an issue because of this medical
interruption, and we may not. Whether we print a December issue will depend entirely upon how I feel and
how I respond to treatment following the thyroid surgery.
I hope I can work through the radiation regimen. We will see.
I have been a working journalist for 61 years.
The hardest piece I have ever written was on the February 15, 1993 suicide of my son Grady.
The second hardest story for me to pen, I know
in my heart, would be a farewell to Action Magazine. I
thought long and hard about this possibility after the
cancer diagnosis. I came close but could not do it.
No farewell piece will be published at this time.
It could happen, but not now.
Since the March issue of 1975, featuring Willie
Nelson on the cover, we have published non-stop without missing a single month. So this has really been
tough for me.
As mentioned earlier, the hard truth is that I
have metastatic thyroid cancer which has spread to my
sternum. The hardest part of it all has been the waiting
and indecision within my own brain while a cadre of toprung medics discussed my rather unique case. It has
been more than three months since the diagnosis.
The cancer could have spread to other parts of
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my body, including lungs, liver, brain, and other bones.
But body scans have found it to be only in the thyroid
glands and the sternum. Fortunately for me, the cancer
is a slow moving variety.
Doctors first discussed surgically removing both
my thyroid glands and part of my sternum. They have
since scrapped the idea of cutting into my breast bone.
Removal of the cancerous thyroid glands has always
been on the radar screen.
I realize that I was very close to a nostalgic
farewell to the little tabloid magazine which has been
my heart, soul, and livelihood for the past 43 years.
When I first feared that surgeons might remove my sternum and probably part of my rib cage, I knew that my
life would never be the same again if I allowed such a
procedure. I knew I would never go along with any surgery so radical. I felt pretty rough. I was vastly relieved
when my current doctors ruled out any bone surgery.
.
Needless to say, I feel much better with the new
medical plan and the doctors now caring for me.
Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman
himself could not muster a medical group to top the illustrious team of trained professionals I have working
on my cancer case. They include ear, nose, and throat
surgeon Benjamin Webb; radiation oncologist Keith
Eyre of the Start Center for Cancer Care; endocrinologist Daniel Katselnik; oncologist Amanda Bucheit; and
primary care doctor Robert Noland. Thoracic surgeons
Daniel DeArmand and Bill Davis were both consulted,
and both of them recommended radiation therapy as
opposed to the radical chest surgery which was discussed and quickly rejected by both doctors.
Dr. Webb will remove my thyroids. Dr. Eyre will
supervise the radiation treatments.
So it is what it is, as Tim Duncan would say, and
I know Hank Williams was spot on when he wrote his
prophetic hit I’ll Never Get Out of this World Alive.
Invincibility is the hallucinogenic luxury reserved for the
very young and the very dumb. I am just old enough
and, hopefully, smart enough to see and accept what
God has in store for me.
This does not mean that I have given up on life,
God, or my calling as a word mechanic.I have every intention of beating the cancer for as long as God wills it,
and returning to the physical activities I have been able
to participate in throughout my life. I know in my heart
that I will continue to write in some capacity for anyone
who might want to read my stuff for as long as I am able
to make words appear on a computer screen.
I owe so much to so many.
Start with the late Harry Jersig, president of
Lone Star Brewery in San Antonio who financed Action

Magazine’s 1975 beginning as an entertainment journal that spotlighted the improbable birth of Texas outlaw
redneck rock, also referred to as “progressive country
music.”
I had just been fired from my column writing job
with the Express and News. Willie Nelson and Waylon
Jennings were thumbing their noses at Nashville, packing hippie joints like Armadillo World Headquarters, the
Alliance Wagon Yard, and Soap Creek Saloon in Austin.
Willie was already a fixture at John T. Floore Country
Store in Helotes. Johnny Bush was bigger than life. Darrell McCall was getting more than passing attention.
Ray Benson and Asleep At The Wheel were rolling in
from West Virginia. I was hanging out with Nelson
when I approached Jersig with the proposal of an entertainment magazine.
I recall my exact words:
“Mr. Jersig, I would like to sell you the back
cover of an entertainment tabloid which does not yet
exist.”
I told Jersig I would feature outlaw musicians in
the publication; that it would be an honest effort; and
that I would never kiss anyone’s ass for monetary favor,
political gratuities, or advertising dollars. I told Jersig
that Action would be bright, brash, informative, and always entertaining. I knew Jersig liked me, but I was nontheless surprised by his immediate response.
Jersig wrote me a $1,000 check for that first Action Magazine back cover, and we were off to the races
with a kick-ass fairy tale publication which has never
been equaled for irreverent honesty and mule-stubborn
longevity in this part of Texas.
At that time, Lone Star was featuring many of
the so-called “outlaws of country music” in their ads,
those renegades who would eschew the traditional
Nashville recording industry order for tennis shoes, bandanas, hand-rolled marijuana cigarettes, and indie labels for their original recordings.
It was a perfect fit for Action Magazine and
Lone Star Beer. We featured them all in the Lone Star
ads--Willie, Waylon, Jerry Jeff Walker and the Lost
Gonzo Band with Gary P. Nunn, Willis Alan Ramsey,
Kinky Friedman and his original Texas Jew Boys Band,
Janis Joplin, Gary Stewart, Rusty Wier, Michael Martin
Murphy, Ray Wylie Hubbard, B.W. Stevenson, Leon
Russell, Emmy Lou Harris, Ray Benson, and many
more.
While musicians have numbered in the majority
of Action Magazine features, I have never considered
the tabloid a music magazine. It has always been an enContinued on pg. 10

Anhalt Hall
2390 Anhalt Rd., Spring Branch, TX 78070
830-438-2873

November 17th

Jeff Woolsey
and the Dance Hall Kings
8 p.m. til midnight
From San Antonio: Take Hwy 281 N to Hwy 46, Turn Left,
4 miles to Anhalt Rd. & See Signs
For more info go to

ANHALTHALL.COM
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Chambers was picking
before drums became
part of country bands
by Jim Chesnut
“Who Is George Chambers? Ask Willie Nelson,”
says the bumper sticker
seen around town.
George Chambers is a
virtual San Antonio native,
who has been a south
Texas dance hall music
bandleader since before
drums were used in
bands. It is his chosen
medium, and he is or was
legendary among performers such as Willie
Nelson, Charley Pride,
George Jones, Loretta
Lynn, Stonewall Jackson,
Larry Gatlin, Reba McIntyre, Eddie Raven, and
countless others who
used Chambers and his
band, The Country Gentlemen, as a backup band
before they had their own.
When folks in South
Texas want dance music,
they always say, “Let
George do it.” And George
does it very well with
some of the best rootin’,
tootin’, boot-scootin’ music
ever put out on guitars, fiddles, dobros and other
odd assortments of music
makers.
Because of their reliability and exceptional musical talent, George and
his band, The Country
Gentlemen, have opened
for just about every major
label artist appearing in
Texas. Many of the musicians who worked with
major artists like Willie
Nelson, Charley Pride,
George Strait, Barbara
Fairchild, Frenchie Burke,
etc. worked with George
and his band and/or
recorded with him on
dozens of record albums.
Even Willie Nelson once
joined George to record
Bloody Mary Morning.
In 1970, Chambers
started a nine-year-old
musical virtuoso named
Bobby Flores on his illustrious career that, today,
shines above all dance
bands in Texas.
There’s not much to be
found on the Internet

about George Chambers,
because he is a quiet,
unassuming
performer
who resists self-promotion
and has never coveted the
spotlight. His passion is
music, specifically singing
and playing rhythm guitar.
I’ve had the pleasure of
knowing him and working
with him for about 40
years. He is the most genuine person I know.
Born in 1938—yes, he
just turned 80—Chambers
started playing guitar at
the age of eight. He grew
up in the Jefferson High
School area and would
ride the city bus downtown
to take lessons from a
teacher, Mrs. Haffner. He
played his first professional job at age 13 in
1952 at Floore’s Country
Store in Helotes, Texas—
yes, it’s been around that
long!
The rest of his musical
training has come from an
apprenticeship of sorts.
Working with and around
other professional musicians on-the-job provides
a real-world laboratory
that yields a music education unavailable in the
classroom.
A few years ago, journeyman Chambers and
The Country Gentlemen
returned to his alma
mater, Southwest Texas
State Teacher’s College in
San Marcos (now Texas
State University), to play
for the annual Strutters’ reunion, where he was recognized by several of his
classmates from 19571961 who said, “Are you
still playing? We remember dancing to your music
when we were kids!” And,
that is a mark of distinction
that most musicians will
never know. Chambers
discussed the elements of
his music. “It starts with
time signatures,” he said.
“Texas dancehall music
uses 4/4 and 2/4, along
with shuffle variations, and
3/4. For our live shows, we
use bass, drums, rhythm

guitar, lead guitar, pedal
steel guitar, fiddle, and
sometimes keyboard. In
the studio, we often use
keyboards.”
“We nearly always try
to use 2- and 3-part harmonies,” he said. “Harmony just adds so much
to the fullness of our
sound.”
There’s a line in an Alabama song, “If you’re
gonna play in Texas, you
gotta have a fiddle in the
band.” We talked about
how fiddle is used in Texas
dancehall music. Chambers was asked to describe the difference
between Bluegrass fiddle
and the Texas variety.
“Bluegrass tends to be
faster, while Texas fiddle
uses more accents,” he
explained.
According to Megan
Romer, “A fiddle is the
same instrument as a violin but is differentiated by
the way it is tuned. “In
many folk and ethnic
music forms, the fiddle is
commonly cross-tuned or
played in an open tuning,
much like a guitar or banjo
might be. Open tunings
allow a fiddler to play
chords while also playing
the melody, and therefore
get more sound out of the
instrument” (http://worldmusic.about.com). The fiddle
is
a
versatile
instrument that provides
portability and versatility
that is so important to
Texas dance bands like
Chambers’.
According to Chambers, another important element in his music is the
pedal steel guitar. Jerry
Blanton plays pedal steel
with Chambers, and is an
extremely talented player.
Talking with Chambers
is like talking with the curator of The Museum of
Country Music in Texas, if
there were such a thing.
He talks with authority
about what was used before a man named Bud
Isaacs first started using

The legendary George Chambers
the pedal steel. According
to
www.harmonycentral.com, “Isaacs forever changed the pedal
steel guitar . . .”
Before the pedal steel,
four-neck lap guitars similar to the single-neck models first heard in Hawaii
were used by Chambers
and others to express the
plaintive emotion of country music. Chambers even
recalls a time when drums
were missing from dance
bands.
“Rhythm was built on open
chord chop techniques
with rhythm guitars and
the standup bass,” he
said.
“How long have you
wanted to play music, and
why country music?”
Chambers was asked.
“As long as I can remember. I grew up wanting to be a cowboy singer,
kind of like Roy Rogers,
Gene Autry and Tex Ritter.
When I was a kid, every
radio station in town
played some country
music. It’s just part of our
culture here in south

Texas. Back then, though,
you didn’t have countryonly stations until after
Elvis hit and rock-n-rollonly stations started to appear. To hear more of it, I
had to play it,” he said.
When asked who has influenced his music more
than anyone, Chambers
said “Hank Williams and
Willie Nelson.”
“How so?” Chambers
was asked.
“Hank Williams was the
consummate soul of country music. He remains the
best country singer I’ve
ever heard,” he explained.
“You believe him when he
sings.”
What about Nelson?
“He’s done his own
thing ever since I can recall first playing with him in
the ’60s,” he said. “Willie’s
always been outside the
box, and I like that; he
causes you to stretch as a
musician.”
“How would you say
country
music
has
changed in the years
since you’ve been playing?” we inquired.

“It has come from the
straight-ahead
country
that I prefer, like Roy Acuff
and Stonewall Jackson,
thru what I call “middle-ofthe-road” country, like
Kenny Rogers and Dolly
Parton, to today’s sound,
which is probably derived
from southern rock,” he
explained. “Recordings
are different, too. Back
then you would capture
the creativity of a band all
at once, with everyone in
the studio playing at the
same time. Now, it seems
more manufactured, with
one track being laid down
at a time with lots of signal
processing. I don’t think it
is as authentic today.”
Chambers began making records in 1958 with
the release of “Time” on
Harlem records. I don’t
think he knows how many
records he’s recorded. In
1966, Hanna-Barbera, an
American animation company started by MGM, established a record label
and released two singles
on Chambers, The Ribbon
Continued on pg. 10
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Open mic nights no big thrill for everyone
It may be just me, but it
seems like every time I
turn around I hear or read
about a new open mic
night being offered somewhere. In case you don’t
know, venues feature
open mic nights to attract
patrons to increase sales
without spending much, if
any, money.

venues willing to feature
live music simply cannot
afford to pay performers
what they ‘should bee’
paid. I wish that weren’t
so, but it definitely is. So, I
am resigned to the present situation that exists.
Open mic nights tend to
meet important needs;
performers need places to

Music Matters
with

Jim
Chesnut

At first, I didn’t like them
very much, and here’s
why; I believe that live
music performers should
be paid for their work.
After all, it takes a lot of
time, money and effort to
develop the skills needed
to perform music.
But, as I get older I realize the ‘should bees’ only
work in a perfect world,
and we certainly don’t live
in a perfect world. And,
because of that, I have
been stung a bunch of
times by the ‘should bees’
of my own creation.
Here’s the reality; many

practice their skills in front
of audiences, and venues
need more customers.
I think it works best
when open mic nights are
hosted by seasoned live
music performers who can
serve as mentors to other
performers who aren’t
quite ready to handle a
three or four hour gig by
themselves. Too, I think
venues ‘should bee’ willing
to pay the host for her or
his time and talent that it
takes to run the event.
And, from what I understand, most venues are
paying the hosts.

Open mic nights probably don’t appeal to everybody. It depends on my
own mood, but there are
times when I have a hard
time listening to an original seven-minute song. In
my not-so-humble opinion, songwriters need to
understand that many
people (if not most people) have attention spans
of a chicken. We live in a
non-literate society that
communicates 140 characters at a time and gets
its news from watching
some talking head read to
them on TV.
If you’re still reading
this column, you’re not
one of those folks, and I
thank you.
To members of the audience who share my own
tendencies for impatience,
we need to give those
folks a chance to ferment,
to rise, if you will. Open
mics are about the only
place they can get the
leavening ingredients they
need to become the tasty
musical morsels we so
enjoy when fully baked.
Ok, so the metaphor
needs work.
I have written elsewhere that music benefits
communities in which we
live and has its own way of
being understood in the

SATURDAY AFTERNOONS
4:00PM - 5:00PM

human brain, different
from other sounds. Alfred
Hitchcock reportedly said,
“Music is born into a man
like a heartbeat and you
can’t rip it out without
killing him.” Google it.
Music makes people
happy. Happy people
make happy neighbors.
Happy neighbors make
happy communities.
Some of tomorrow’s
accomplished live music
performers may be incubating in today’s open mic
nights and may be instrumental in helping maintain
happy communities, if they
aren’t already. Our support
of their efforts could have
a positive effect on one of
our fellow citizens sometime in the future. You just
never know.
So, if you are interested
in hearing some of our
promising performers, you
might start with John
Whipple’s TuNesDay at
the Pigpen open mic on
Broadway on Tuesdays,
Greg Bourbonnais’ open
mic at Big Bob’s Burgers
on
Hildebrand
on
Wednesdays, and Troubadour Thursdays at Las
Chiladas on NW Military
Hwy. I know there are
many others, but these
are the ones I am most familiar with.

...
Jim Chesnut is a state-certified public manager, a graduate of Texas State University in
San Marcos and a former
major label recording artist
and staff songwriter with
Acuff-Rose Music in Nashville.
After 25 years away from the
music business, he began performing in and around San Antonio in 2008. Since then, He

has self-produced and released five CDs. Since January
2016, he has had seven consecutive Top-10 national indie
country singles, four of which
reached #1 in the national Top40 chart of IndieWorld Country
Record Report. He has been a
freelance contributor to Action
Magazine since the beginning
of
2016.
Contact
info:
jim@chesnutproductions.com

651-4541
4810 FM 1518 N.
1/4 MILE EAST
OFF IH35
HOURS:

Roy Holley

KLUP 930AM

Host
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830.426.9228

royholly@icloud.com

7 DAYS
A
WEEK

Help Roberta
Sisters Morales is a
powerful sibling singing
team that will never be
separated without a fight.
Roberta Morales, the
blond half of the duo has
cancer.

Roberta Morales
Lisa
Morales,
the
brunette half of Sisters
Morales is leading the
fight to save her sister.
This is not Roberta’s
first brush with the disease. She had overcome
cancer which had affected
a leg numerous years ago.
We contacted Lisa for
an update on her sister.
Here is Lisa’s reply to the
Sam Kindrick Facebook
post which offered Action
Magazine support for
Roberta:
You are such a sweetheart! I’m sorry you’re
going through so much!
I’m going to take
Roberta this week (to M.D.
Anderson) whether they’re
ready or not.
She has
been told she has cancer
but we’re going to believe
she is going to live and
won’t take any other answer.
We have a gofundme
account in her name or
people can send dona-

tions to Roberta Morales
p.o. box 29792 San Antonio, TX 78229
We’re trying to raise
money to pay to get her in
and cover her bills while
she can’t work.
All the love to you and
your family!!!
Hugs and prayers Sam.
Don’t accept anything
other than you’re going to
get well!
We have featured the
Sisters Morales on the
cover of Action Magazine.
The blend of sibling harmonies they project is a
God-given phenomenon
the likes of which we have
never encountered before
or since.
They might well be
billed in another place and
perhaps another time as
Angels Morales. That’s
how good they are.
We are betting on
Roberta and Lisa to win
this battle with God’s
blessing and the prayers
of thousands.

Special guests on the
show were Joey and Maggie Villarreal, owners of
the Blue Star brewery,
food and entertainment
complex which includes
the brewery, a restaurant,
the Joe Blues Club which
features Will Owen Gage
on Monday nights, a bike
shop, and a provisions
outlet that sells groceries,
soap, and other items.
Blue Star features a
variety of live music in addition to the Monday
blues.

beat.
Also included on the
live show were Geoff Lindsey, manager of the Blue
Star bike shop, Rick and
Mitzi Anderson, owners of
Choke Canyon Lodge in
Three Rivers; Holley’s girlfriend Sunny Barr; and Action Magazine publisher
Sam Kindrick and wife
Sharon.
Live jazz music was
provided by Chris Cuevas.

Goodbye Tony
Nightclub crooner and
onetime Fred Astaire
Dance School franchise
owner Tony Alderete died
last month of pancreatic
cancer.

Joey Villarreal

Blue Star show
Roy Holley’s Talk About
Texas live radio show was
broadcast last month from
Blue Star Brewing Company on South Alamo
Street.

Tony Alderete

Maggie Villarreal

Roy Holley

The Villarreals also
own and operate Joey’s
on St. Mary’s Street, a 30year-old neighborhood bar
that has endured and survived through good times
and bad without missing a

A former Marine pilot
and golden gloves boxer
in his youth, Alderete was
best known in San Antonio for his Frank Sinatrastyle vocal work in Italian
restaurants such as Caparelli’s.
Father of two boys and
two girls, Alderete’s ashes
were interred at Fort Sam
Houston National Cemetery.
Most of Tony’s singing
was done solo, athough
he was known to some-

times share the stage with
daughter Lisa.

Blues shindig
Shawn Pittman and
Jason Moeller will headline this year’s San Antonio
Blues
Society
celebration and charity
gala on November 17 at
Sam’s Burger Joint.
Pittman is a San Marcos musician who is also
a member of the SABS.
Moeller is a drummer
who was with the original
Fabulous Thunderbirds.
The opening act will be
A.C. and the Bad Billys.
Doors open at 7 p.m.
Show starts at 8 p.m.
The annual celebration
pays tribute to legendary
blues man Robert Johnson, while at the same
time continuing its mission
of raising money for the
Sam Baird Scholarship
fund which helps deserving area students.
Tickets will be available
at the door. To order online
it’s
www.SamsBurgerJoint.com.
This scholarship continues the legacy of noted
musician and SABS member Sam Baird who supported and nurtured the
growth of the San Antonio
music community for
many years. Announced in
2006, this local scholarship fund is awarded to
students displaying academic strength and musical ambition. This award is
presented annually at the
Fiesta Blues Heritage Series and is a very special
event involving family,

friends, and a very appreciative audience.
SABS works in conjunction with art and music
directors to announce and
promote this opportunity
to eligible local students.
This is an ongoing endeavor in which the society puts full effort into
working with schools, parents, corporate sponsors,
and community leaders to
get as many students involved as possible.
Here is some Robet
Johnson history offered by
the society.
Robert
Johnson
recorded for Don Law at
The Gunter Hotel in late
November, 1936. Don Law
was a producer for the
American Record Corporation, the predecessor to
Columbia
Records.
Recordings took place
over three days; November 23, 26, and 27. Two
rooms were used; rooms
413 and 414. Robert was
in one of the rooms with
the microphone running
over to the next room
where Don Law's team
was with the recording
equipment.
The Sheraton-Gunther
hotel has a suite designated as the Robert Johnson room. The hotel
constructed a beautiful
display in the lobby commemorating the recordings. Through the efforts
of the San Antonio Blues
Society and endorsed by
the Robert Johnson Blues
Society, the Robert Johnson Historical Marker was
placed in the lobby.
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Sam Kindrick
continued from pg 4
tertainment
magazine
which features colorful
characters, many of them
being musicians such as
Willie, the late Leon Russell, Jerry Jeff Walker and
many, many more.
I have never bothered with record reviews. I
don’t care about charts,
polls, or ratings for local
bands. And I have always
been open to writing about
anyone I want to write
about.
Many of the colorful characters I have featured in Action Magazine
have become friends. The
late Hondo Crouch was
my buddy. I used to get
drunk with Chill Wills and
cowboy cartoonist Ace
Reid. I talked Minnesota
Fats into donning a Santa
Claus suit for an Action
cover shot in Danny Levinson’s old Tiffany Biliards
on San Pedro. Legendary
San Francisco tattoo artist
Lyle Tuttle has become a
friend through local tattoo
legend Honest Charlie
Potter. Rhinestone cowboy and “death row” convict David Alan Coe and I
are fast friends. I have
copies of his books and
he has mine. I may be the
only journalist left on earth
who Coe will allow in his
dressing room.
I wrote the first article ever printed on country star Johnny Rodriguez.
It was about Johnny Rod’s

Chambers
continued from pg 7
and Flood of Tears. Both
received favorable reviews
by industry trade magazines at the time, but failed
to rise to the top of the
charts. The label folded
after about a year. One of
his albums, Dance Time in
Texas, is a collection of instrumental
standard
dancehall favorites such
as Cotton Eyed-Joe,
Chicken Dance, and Jole
Blon. Each song is played
with precision, utilizing the
best stylings of pedal
steel, fiddle and electric
lead guitar. Strong dance
beats are established by
bass guitar and drums.
Chambers’ music has
not
changed
much

infamous goat stealing escapade. I was a personal
friend of Bracketville
movie mogul Happy Shahan and Texas Ranger
legend Joaquin Jackson. It
was these two who first introduced me to Rodriguez, who has been on
Action’s cover with Ranger
Jackson. And I helped
babysit Rodriguez in recovery program meetings
by night while Alan Brown
was defending him by day
on a murder charge.
My travels have
taken me from Montreal,
Canada where I helped
book two acts for HemisFair in 1968, to Chicago’s
Navy Pier where Willie
Nelson had women hanging from chicken wire
stage netting like sex
crazed
monkeys
on
quaaludes. This was back
when I rode with the Nelson and Family band as
Willie toured state fairs
from Mississippi to Michigan.
Willie was playing
an afternoon show in
Jackson, Michigan when
the late Billy Cooper and I
inadvertently
smoked
angel dust which was
handed to us by a Jackson whore who somehow
wound up on the tour bus.
Cooper and I completely
lost our senses, locking
Willie off his own bus, after
which I floated thousands
of feet into the air where I
swear today I met and
shook hands with the
Devil. Don’t laugh. This re-

ally happened.
Through Action
Magazine I have become
close with songwriter Alex
Harvey, famous for songs
like Delta Dawn and
Ruben James. Leon Russell got spooked every
time he saw me with a
camera. He had a phobia
about gettng his photo
taken. The late Doug
Sahm was my friend, and
Augie Meyers and I have
been close through some
of the toughest times of
Meyers’ life. The same
with Johnny Bush, the
“country Caruso” who lost
his voice with me watching. These guys have survived diverticulitis, heart
attacks, bypass operations, kidney transplants,
polio, and the weird onein-a-million voice killing
disease spasmodic dysphonia.
I once performed
on stage with Kinky
Friendman, singing Asshole From El Paso. I interviewed famed Dallas
stripper Candy Barr. I met
Elvis in the Alpine High
School auditorium. Old
friends I haven’t seen in a
long time are Ray Sawyer
and Dennis Locorriere,
stars of Dr. Hook and the
Medicine Show. I met
them at Frank Miller’s old
Bo Jangles Club on West
Avenue.
Porn stud John
Holmes was an Action
Magazine cover article. I
interviewed Holmes at the
old Bits and Pieces Club

through the years, because he has remained
true to his traditional
dancehall roots. Consistently, he has chosen
songs that tell the human
story, songs about joy,
loss and pain. “Yesterday’s
songwriters like Hank
Cochran wrote from their
experience—from their
gut. Today, writers collaborate in teams and try to
put a series of clever lines
together that radio stations will play. I like the old
stuff better,” he said.
In conclusion, I’d like to
state that I have learned a
great deal from George
Chambers through the
years. His devotion to the
elements of authentic
country dancehall music
has served as a musical
compass for many of us

who have worked with him
in live performance and in
the recording studio.
My own occasional use
of the shuffle beat in my
recordings is a result of
his influence on me. There
is no telling how many
dates a year he plays, either with his band or as a
solo act, singing cowboy
songs, standards, and
some of his own recordings at saloons, restaurants, Bar and Bat
Mitzvahs, public hangings,
or anywhere else people
appreciate the real deal.
God has truly blessed this
world with my friend,
George Chambers, Master of the Texas Dancehall.
Happy
birthday,
George, and I hope you
have 80 more years to
make us want to dance.
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on San Pedro, a favorite
stopping place for Vince
Vance and the Valiants.
World champion
bronc rider Casey Tibbs
was an Action cover feature. And famed San Antonio
madam Theresa
Brown was another close
friend. Theresa got me
and golfing great Lee
Trevino kicked out of the
old San Francisco Steak
House.
Guich Koock, who
once owned the town of
Luckenbach in partnership
with Hondo Crouch, was
with me in the Gunter
Hotel when the two of us
were tabbed for speaking
parts in the Goldie Hawn
film Sugarland Express.
Guich played a singing
highway patrolman, while
I portrayed the Texas
newspaper idiot who tried
to interview Goldie’s kid
“Baby Langston.”
Koock went on
from Sugarland to play the
role of Harley Pucket in
the TV series Carter
Country.
I later had a major
role playing myself as
“Preacher Sam” in the
Brackettvilel movie that
never got out of the can. It

was called The Adventures of Jody Shannon.
Wild Man Ray Liberto was
my longtime friend. A former brother-in-law of
Johnny
Cash,
piano
pounding Liberto was the
saloon entertainer in Jody
Shannon.
Infamous bookmaker Jack Hanratty paid
my way to Las Vegas
where I covered for Action
Magazine Benny Binion’s
first world championship
poker tournament at the
Golden
Horseshow
Casino. I loved Hanratty. I
was a pallbearer at his funeral. I returned to Vegas
after this to interview former San Antonio gambler
Tony (Tony The Mex) Salinas.
This
doesn’t
scratch the surface. There
is much more, and I am
grateful and humbled to
now be featured in the
Wittliff Collections museum at Texas State University, which includes the
works of such literary luminnaries as Cormac McCarthy, Larry McMurtry,
Sandra Cisneros, and the
musical accomplishments
of Asleep At The Wheel,

Willie Nelson, and Jerry
Jeff Walker.
I have yet to view
my display at Texas State,
which I donated along with
some 4,000 photos from
my Action Magazine collection. Wittliff curator
Hector Saldaña and musician Jim Chesnut say the
display is impressive. Not
bad for a convicted felon. I
have had my days in
court.
There are still
copies available of my paperback book titled The
Best of Sam Kindrick, secret life and hard times of
a cedar chopper.
I once set myself
afire with a 5-gallon can of
gasoline. I have third degree leg scars to prove it.
And just this past summer
I almost cut my foot off
with a chain saw.
Bookie Jack Hanratty named the autobiography which has yet to be
written. Jack said it would
have the only name that
would be fitting.
Hanratty called it
years ago. He said it
would be The Outlaw
Journalist. I hope to start
writing it some day soon.

The Award Winning painting “Dos Amigos” is now
available in a new size 12x16. For a limited time only

Only

A GREAT GIFT!

$20

The world famous painting “Dos Amigos” created in the mid 70’s by renowned
western artist Clinton Baermann is also available in its original lithrograph size as
well. After being lost for more than 30 years these 16x20 prints are in
remarkable shape. $75 per print plus $10 shipping & handling + tax.
UNFRAMED
ONLY 2 FRAMED Credit cards accepted.

Accent Imaging
IN STOCK
10930 Wye Drive • San Antonio, TX 78217 •
(210) 654-9555 • (888) 824-7225 • www.accentsa.com

PRINTS LEFT

MAKE MY DAY LOUNGE

Corner of Perrin-Beitel & Thousand Oaks
Across from HEB

We are always open at 7:00 a.m. for our night shift patrons
THANK YOU DISCOUNTS FOR FIRST RESPONDERS

ALL STAR JAM ✸ 27TH YEAR
We open Sundays at 12:00 ◆ (210) 655-6367
FREE POPCORN, POOL AND WI-FI

Hosted by Mike Ellis, Jackie Huddle
and the Fabulous Funtones
Every Sunday at 9:30pm

KARAOKE WITH LARRY & MADONNA

CLUB OWNERS
MAKE MORE
MONEY $$$
Reduce Credit Card Expenses

GET A MINI BANK (ATM) IN
YOUR CLUB AT NO
EXPENSE TO YOU!
We provide ATM’s for
festivals and other events

Every Friday and Saturday at 9:30pm

KARAOKE WITH JOHN & KATHRYN

A-ACTION
License
BAIL BONDS #25
Every Thursday at 8:00pm

102 S. COMAL #2, SATX 78207

• INTERNET JUKE BOXES
• VALLEY POOL TABLES
• ELECTRONIC DARTS
• VIDEO GAMES

BROADWAY AMUSEMENTS
BROADWAY JOE GONZALES
210-344-9672

www.broadwayamusements.com

25% OFF Most Bonds

210-226-5487

1126 W. Commerce Street ● South of jail parking lot (under the over pass)

Frank Mumme’s

Victoria Embrey, Manager
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Fall Savings
All Kids Western Boots
10% OFF
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All Ladies
Western Boots
10% OFF

Karaoke

nge
Cocktail Lou

on Fridays & Saturdays

South San Antonio’s friendly gathering place
5 minutes from Downtown San Antoinio.
Pool • Darts • Televised Sporting Events
1123 Fair Ave. (210) 534-7399
Open Monday - Sunday 12 Noon - 2 a.m.

Men’s Durango Boots
$10 OFF
Straw Hats

20% OFF
www.cowtownboots.com
4522 Fredericksburg Road ● San Antonio, Texas ● 210.736.0990
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